
Gender Identity– Have artists always conformed to 
gender norms? 



It’s quiz time…

1. Whose equestrian statue was meant to be on the Fourth 
Plinth, before they ran out of money?

2. What were the works of art that Quinn was inspired by for 
Allison Lapper?

3. How often does Quinn redo Self?

4. Who was part of Augustus’ triumvirate?

5. What is the phrase that is famously associated with 
Augustus?

6. Where was quarry based, for the granite that created 
Ramesses II?

7. How did he end up with a hole in his chest?

8. What job did Bartolomeo Colleoni have?

9. What did the Calais council request on their commission of 
the Burghers, but Rodin highly disagree with?

10. What was a key reason for Bourgeoise creating art?



Titian, Venus of Urbino, 1538, oil on canvas, Uffizi Gallery, Florence 





Giorgione, Sleeping Venus, c.1510, oil on canvas

file://///upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/86/Giorgione_-_Sleeping_Venus_-_Google_Art_Project_2.jpg


Roman copy 
of Praxiteles 
of Athens, 

Aphrodite of 
Cnidus, 
marble 

file://///upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9a/Cnidus_Aphrodite_Altemps_Inv8619.jpg


Bronzino, Guidobaldo II, c.1550 



Titian, Venus of Urbino, 1538, oil on canvas, Uffizi Gallery, Florence 





Titian, Venus of Urbino, 1538, oil on canvas, Uffizi Gallery, Florence 



Francisco de Goya, La Maja Desnuda, 1797-1800, oil on canvas

file://///upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4c/Goya_Maja_naga2.jpg


Edouard Manet, Olympia, 1863, oil on canvas

file://///upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5c/Edouard_Manet_-_Olympia_-_Google_Art_Project_3.jpg


“the foulest, the 
vilest, the 
obscenest picture 
the world 
possesses”

- Mark Twain, A Tramp Abroad, 1880



Key points for Venus of Urbino

• Worked under Giorgione

• Painted for Duke of Urbino soon after the marriage to his wife 
Giuliana Varano

• Possibly an instructive painting
• Considered acceptable as it was given the veneer of Venus

• Venus looks coy and tempting

• Dog = fidelity

• Contrast between curves and straight lines

• Strong vertical leading directly to her pubic area



Giambologna, Rape of  the Sabine Women, c.1583
marble 411.5cm high 



Drop into it 
here

https://www.google.com/maps/@43.7693635,11.255396,3a,75y,161.28h,93.06t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1sltnDRbWlxphaQi3aUx0UHQ!2e0!7i16384!8i8192?hl=en-US






Key points for Rape of Sabine Women

• Narrative is from the early history of Rome.
• City had few women, Roman men went to nearby towns and 

committed raptio (mass kidnap)

• Figura Serpentina

• Mannerist style – everything is heightened (look at his 
muscles!)

• Gender is emphasised, as is age

• Described as having ‘flame-like contortions’



Judith Slaying Holofernes, Artemisia Gentileschi
c. 1611-12, 158 x 125cm, oil on canvas

National Museum of  Capodimonte, Naples (Naples version)





Orazio Gentileschi, Madonna and 
Child, c.1604, oil on canvas,  
Galeria Nazionale d’Arte Acticha, 
Rome



Orazio Gentileschi, David Contemplating the Head of 
Goliath, c.1610, oil on canvas, Staatliche Museen, Berlin



Caravaggio, The Musicians, 1595-6, oil on canvas, Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, New York 

Caravaggio, The Calling of St Matthew, 1599-1600, oil 
on canvas, Contarelli Chapel, San Luigi dei Francesci, 

Rome  



Judith Slaying Holofernes, Artemisia Gentileschi
c. 1611-12, 158 x 125cm, oil on canvas

National Museum of  Capodimonte, Naples (Naples version)



• Donatello, Judith and Holofernes



Comparing with Caravaggio’s version

//surbitonhigh.sharepoint.com/upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b2/Caravaggio_Judith_Beheading_Holofernes.jpg




Artemisia Gentileschi, Judith 
and Holofernes, 1612-20, oil 
on canvas, Uffizi Gallery, 
Florence



Key points for Judith and Holofernes

• Artemisia was the daughter of Orazio (well know artist of the 
time)

• Accepted into Academy of Art and Design in Florence in 1616.

• Was raped by a family friend Agostino Tassi, who was convicted 
and spent one year in jail

• Could be suggested that she transferred this experience to 
canvas.

• Compared to Caravaggio’s it show Judith in a much more 
aggressive and dominant position. 



Bertel Thorvaldsen, 
Jason and the Golden 
Fleece, 1803, marble 



Bertel Thorvaldsen



Canova vs. Thorvaldsen 



Both depicting Cupid and Psyche



Hope in oriental dress; colour print after the portrait of 1798 by William Beechey



Jason bringing the Golden 
Fleece to Pelias, the king 
of Iolcus.
Red-figure crater. Clay. 
350—340 BCE.



Bertel Thorvaldsen, 
Jason and the Golden 
Fleece, 1803, marble 



Polykleitos, The 
Spearbearer, C5th BC, 

marble 



Apollo Belvedere, c. AD120





https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-z5jqORdzOs4/V3xO4P-LzQI/AAAAAAAACWY/4rfbUMp9Fag3fNpHMhGHrTWau3uJu18LACLcB/s1600/NeoClass-dk2003-Thorvaldsen-EuropaStamp.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-5zcGA5gO6ns/V3w9dU3CQ5I/AAAAAAAACVg/S8221Y-YoCwhkjSsRaoeWZ9WOxW0ez1SgCLcB/s1600/images.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-11VTg1kRXRs/V3xO4RfCPsI/AAAAAAAACWc/BWKRuxyyL5QY2vEWYz-_UIGFSxsrexuswCLcB/s1600/Thorvaldsen-dk1938-stamp1-small.jpg


Key points for Jason and the Golden Fleece

• Chief rival to Antonio Canova

• Jason went to fetch the golden fleece on The Argo, in order to 
get his throne back.

• Overcame a series of challenges. Achieved his goal.
• Proved himself to be a worthy leader

• This was at the same time as pro-democracy sentiment was 
happening in Europe

• Exile of French King Louis XVIII

• Shown to be the epitome of a masculine figure



Édouard Manet, Olympia, 1863, 130.5 x 190cm, oil on canvas, Musée d’Orsay, Paris





Compare and Contrast on your tables









“You had seen Manet’s Venus with 
a Cat flaunting her wan nudity on 
the stairs. 

“you scarcely knew whether you 
were looking at a parcel of nude 
flesh or a bundle of laundry”

“yellow-
bellied 

odalisque”

''a sort of female gorilla, a grotesque in India 
rubber outlined in black‘’.



Alexandre Cabanel, The Birth of Venus, 1863, oil on canvas 

//surbitonhigh.sharepoint.com/surbitonhigh.sharepoint.com/upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b2/Alexandre_Cabanel_-_The_Birth_of_Venus_-_Google_Art_Project_2.jpg


Édouard Manet, Olympia, 1863, 130.5 x 190cm, oil on canvas, Musée d’Orsay, Paris





Young Woman Seated, Achille Deveria, 1830





Édouard Manet, Olympia, 1863, 130.5 x 190cm, oil on canvas, Musée d’Orsay, Paris



Key points for Olympia
•Manet was hugely influenced by Titian’s Venus of Urbino

•Mocked the Academic tradition in doing so

•A succès de scandale – had to be moved
•Clearly shows herself to be a prostitute, not really hiding her 
profession

•Politics of the male gaze – suddenly she appears to have the 
power.

•High class prostitution more common as a result of 
Haussmanisation

•Influenced by photography



Woman I, De Kooning

1950-52, oil and metallic paint on canvas, 192 x 147cm, MOMA, NYC







Jackson Pollock, Autumn Rhythm (Number 30), 1950

"no chaos, dammit!“ de Kooning 



Mark Rothko, No. 13 (White, Red on Yellow), 1958



Woman I, De Kooning

1950-52, oil and metallic paint on canvas, 192 x 147cm, MOMA, NYC



De Kooning’s Women I-VI



Woman I, De Kooning

1950-52, oil and metallic paint on canvas, 192 x 147cm, MOMA, NYC







Key points for Woman I

• Part of Abstract Expressionist movement
• Split into two camps: Energetic brushwork and colour harmonies

• “Flesh is the reason oil paint was invented”

• Part of a series of six
• Spent three years on this particular painting
• Made a huge number of preliminary sketches

• Influences of Palaeolithic goddesses and pin-up girls

• Does she confront us aggressively?

• Or is she under attack?



Guerrilla Girls, Do Women Have to be Naked to Get Into the Met. Museum?, 1989





•QUESTION....

•1. How many paintings are in 
the National Gallery in 
London?
•Over 2,300

•2. Of those paintings, how 
many are by women?
•21



https://www.nationalgall
ery.org.uk/paintings/wom
en-in-our-collection

https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/women-in-our-collection
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/women-in-our-collection
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/women-in-our-collection


Guerrilla Girls, Do Women Have to be Naked to Get Into the Met. Museum?, 1989





In his 1972 book Ways of 
Seeing the Marxist critic John 
Berger had concluded ‘Men 
look at women. Women watch 
themselves being looked at’. 



Judy Chicago, The Dinner Party, 1974-9



Guerrilla Girls, What do These Artists Have in Common?, 1985



Guerrilla Girls, Guerrilla Girls’ Report 
Card 1986, 1986



Guerilla Girls, The Advantages of 
Being a Woman Artist, 1988



Guerrilla Girls, Pop Quiz, 1990



Guerilla Girls, Do Women Have to be Naked to Get Into the Met Museum?, 1989



Jean-Auguste Dominique Ingres, 
Grande Odalisque, 1814, oil on 

canvas, Louvre, Paris 



Guerilla Girls, Do Women Have to be Naked to Get Into the Met Museum?, 1989

In order to reach their audience, the group rented advertising space on the New 
York buses. However, soon after ‘the bus company cancelled [their] lease, saying 
that the image … was too suggestive and that the figure appeared to have more 
than a fan in her hand.’











Quotes by the GGs…

“Artists should stop making art only for the one percent 

and start making some art for the rest of us”

Interview Magazine

“How can you really tell the story of a culture when you 

don’t include all the voices within the culture?”

Kahlo, NY Times



Key points for Do Women have to be naked to get into 
the Met. Museum?
• Currently in the National Gallery

• 2,300 paintings
• 21 by female artists
• Only four individual female artists

• GGs fight against discrimination

• Movement started in 1970s with Nochlin’s seminal Why have 
there been no great female artists?

• This work is based on The Grand Odalisque

• They used posters/billboards to spread the message. 



Next Week: The Divine – How have deities been 
shown around the world?


